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JURISDICTION 

I. TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THIS DISPUTE  

 

1. The Respondent submits that the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction over this dispute since neither 

ICSID Additional Facility Rules nor CEPTA (Articles 9.16, 9.17) contemplate State-to-

State Arbitration. The Claimant does not have the standing as an ‘investor of a Party’ under 

CEPTA since the Claimant (A) is a State-owned enterprise and (B) acted as an agent of 

Bonooru and performed essential government functions.   

 

A. Claimant is a State-owned enterprise  

 

2. Bonooru’s shareholding in the Claimant was initially 31% - 38% and further increased to 

55%, establishing majority interest. The Bonoori government elected its officials to the 

Claimant’s Board of Directors who held majority votes in essential decisions, depicting 

heightened State control. Subsequently, the government functionaries replaced the 

Claimant’s Board of Directors entirely, thus eliciting ownership and continuous control of 

Bonooru in the Claimant company.  

 

B. Claimant has acted as an agent of Bonooru and performed essential government 

functions 

 

3. The Claimant’s establishment was in furtherance1 of the State of Bonooru’s obligation to 

enable citizens’ mobility2 by development of the aviation industry. Thus, the Claimant 

inherited functions of its State-owned predecessor and effectively performed essential 

government functions, which was further reinforced when its functions were expanded to 

include para-military activities. 

4. The Claimant continued operating the route between Mekar and Bonooru, despite incurring 

economic losses on this route. Further, under the Horizon 2020 Project, the Claimant 

received subsidies in furtherance of promotion of tourism in Bonooru, thereby acting as an 

agent of Bonooru in unabashedly promoting State policies.  

 

                                                             
1Clause (h), Objectives, Memorandum of Association of Vemma Holdings Inc., Annex IV, FDI Case Record. 
2Article 70, Constitutional Act of Bonooru, 1947, Annex I, FDI Case Record.  
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Thus, Claimant is structurally and functionally a State-owned entity, acting as an agent and 

performing essential government functions. Consequently, the Claimant is not an ‘investor’ 

and the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction under CEPTA. 

 

II. TRIBUNAL SHOULD GRANT LEAVE FOR AMICI SUBMISSION FROM 

EXTERNAL ADVISORS AS OPPOSED TO CBFI  

 

5. The criteria for admissibility of amici submissions in Article 5 of UNCITRAL 

Transparency Rules and Article 41(3) of ICSID Additional Facility Rules are inexhaustive3 

since factors such as independence of non-disputing parties and impending public interest 

also need to be weighed in. While (A) the External Advisors’ submission stands to benefit 

the Tribunal immensely while also fulfilling the criteria entirely, (B) the amici submission 

by CBFI fail to coalesce the aforementioned considerations. 

 

A. External Advisors’ submission should be accepted. 

 

6. The Tribunal should accept the amici submission made by External Advisors as they 

highlight strong public interest in addressing bribery allegations related to the Claimant’s 

investment. Relying on Apotex4, their submission addresses a matter within the ‘scope of 

the dispute’ owing to the underlying public interest.  

7. Further, their involvement in the entire privatization process of Caeli enables them to 

provide a unique perspective and present unbiased facts. Lastly, they are independent from 

the disputing parties and possess a significant interest in the proceedings since stagnation 

of anti-corruption efforts in Mekar directly impacts operations of the amici, who regularly 

advise potential investors.  

 

B. CBFI’s submission should be rejected. 

 

8. Following the criteria set by various Tribunals, submission made by CBFI should be 

rejected. They lack independence and neutrality owing to the Claimant’s and Lapras Legal 

                                                             
3 Gary Born and Stephanie Forrest, Amicus Curiae Participation in Investment Arbitration, ICSID Review, (2019). 
4 Apotex v. United States of America, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/12/1. 
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Capital’s membership in CBFI. Their lack of independence jeopardises the proceeding and 

fails to bring unique perspective to the dispute. CBFI is likely to advocate for the Claimant 

which would compel the Respondents to meet two cases at once, unfairly prejudicing their 

interest in the proceedings. Lastly, they fail to identify the public interest aspect of their 

submission.  

 

Thus, the submission made by External Advisors ought to be accepted as it fulfils the 

exhaustive list of criteria set by different Tribunals. On the other hand, CBFI’s submission fails 

to fulfil the criteria and ought to be rejected.  
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MERITS 

III. RESPONDENT DID NOT VIOLATE ARTICLE 9.9 OF CEPTA 

 

9. Article 9.9 of CEPTA incorporates the fair and equitable treatment (FET) standard which 

has not been violated since the Respondent has (A) a right to regulate, (B) not denied justice 

or breached due process, (C) neither acted arbitrarily nor discriminatorily (D) engaged in 

abusive treatment. 

 

A. Respondent has a right to regulate  

 

10. In order to establish violation of FET, a State should have exceeded its reasonable right to 

regulate.5 The Mekari competition law allows investigations to be initiated in an industry 

requiring special attention, irrespective of market share. Thus, the Respondent’s conduct 

was never excessive and corresponded to the State’s right to regulate. 

  

B. Respondent has not caused denial of justice or breach of due process 

 

11. Denial of justice refers to a wilful disregard for due process of law.6 The Respondent’s 

judicial system was overburdened prompting Mekari courts to prioritise criminal matters 

over civil matters. However, Caeli was provided a chance to submit its case which was 

deliberated on merits. Thus, the Respondent has not breached the standard for denial of 

justice.  

 

C. Respondent’s conduct was neither arbitrary nor discriminatory  

 

12. Discriminatory measure refers to any conduct which poses irrational differentiation in the 

treatment of entities under like circumstances.7 Under the Presidential Executive Order, 

subsidises were only provided to non-State-owned airlines. Hence, the differentiation 

against Caeli was not based on State’s whims or irrationality. 

 

                                                             
5 Suez v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/17. 
6 Agility v. Iraq, ICSID Case No. ARB/17/7. 
7 Enron v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3282. 
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D. Respondent did not engage in abusive treatment  

 

13. Continuous interference with management of investment amounts to abusive treatment.8 

Regulatory action was only initiated by CCM in pursuance of its discretionary power under 

the MRTP. Further, the Claimant enthusiastically expanded its business at a risky rate, 

despite warnings from Mekari officials, thus proving lack of any coercion, duress or 

harassment.  

 

Thus, the Respondent has complied with the parameters of FET and has not violated Article 

9.9 of CEPTA. 

 

IV. MARKET VALUE IS THE APPROPRIATE COMPENSATION STANDARD 

 

14. Since the Respondent has not violated Article 9.9 of CEPTA, (A) no compensation is owed, 

(B) even if compensation is awarded, it should be paid at market value (MV) since (1) MFN 

is not applicable to compensation and (2) principles of international law are not applicable 

and (C) the Claimant’s contributory fault should be considered while calculating 

compensation.  

 

A. Respondent does not owe any compensation  

 

15. The Respondent has acted according to Article 9.9 and compensation is not owed when a 

State acts in normal exercise of its regulatory power and ensures a non-discriminatory 

conduct.9 Thus, the Respondent is not liable to pay compensation since the State did not 

partake in any wrongful act.  

 

B. Arguendo: Compensation should be paid at MV 

 

16. Even if the Tribunal were to find violations of CEPTA, compensation should be paid at 

MV as the same was agreed by the contracting parties (Art. 9.21) and should not be 

                                                             
8 Tokios Tokelės v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/18. 
9 Saluka Investments B.V. v. Czech Republic, ICGJ 368 (PCA 2006).  
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derogated from.10 The MV of investment has already been paid in lieu of the 400 million 

USD purchase price and any consideration of FMV may unnecessarily burden the 

Respondent. 

 

1. MFN will not be applicable 

  

17. Unless expressly stated, MFN treatment cannot be made applicable to compensation.11 

Article 9.7 of CEPTA excludes dispute settlement procedures. Payment of compensation 

under a final award being part of dispute settlement would render MFN principles 

inapplicable. Thus, any comparison between Article 9.21 of CEPTA and Article 13 of the 

Arrakis-Mekar BIT is unlikely. 

 

2. Principles of international law are not applicable 

 

18. International law principles only fill gaps in the absence of subsisting compensation 

provisions in the investment treaty. 12 Since the CEPTA already contemplates MV under 

Article 9.21 as the standard of compensation, principles of international law cannot be 

referred to.  

 

C. Compensation to be reduced due to Claimant’s contributory fault  

 

19. The amount of compensation is reduced when the Claimant has contributed to the 

damage.13 The Claimant was repeatedly warned against its overenthusiastic business 

model, yet expansion was continued at a risky rate. Here, the Claimant significantly 

contributed to the damage by not heeding to the warnings, leading to Caeli’s dire economic 

situation.  

Thus, the Respondent owes no compensation to the Claimant. Even if monetary liability were 

to be found, the same would be at MV, which will be reduced owing to Claimant’s contributory 

fault. 

                                                             
10ADM. v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB (AF)/04/5. 
11 Article 11, ILC Draft Articles on Most Favoured Nation Clause. 
12 Masdar Solar v. Spain, ICSID Case No. ARB/14/1, 
13 Article 39 of the United Nations Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts. 


